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Bachelor’  Stars  AshLee
Frazier and Sarah Herron Find
Love
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In latest celebrity news, love is in the air! According to
UsMagazine.com,  AshLee  Frazier  and  Sarah  Herron  are  past
participants of the popular ABC series, but neither found
celebrity love during The Bachelor or Bachelor in Paradise.
Frazier met Cody Manuel, who works at a tax firm, after The
Bachelor but before Bachelor in Paradise. Although the blogger
and professional organizer made a connection with Graham Bunn
on the show, she came home to Manuel and they have been dating
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in Texas ever since. Herron has Tinder to thank for her newest
love and former marine Casey Link. She stated, “Our first date
was on Jan. 2. He took me on a hike in Malibu. Two days later
I made him a lasagna dinner, and it’s been on ever since.”

It’s not always easy to find the
best match in a partner — just ask
The  Bachelor  stars  AshLee  and
Sarah! What are three unique ways
to meet someone new?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Cupid knows the road to true love is not smooth. But fear not,
here is some advice on how to find that special someone you’ve
been searching for:

1. Social media: There are tons of apps, sites and pages whose
mission it is to help you find love. Herron used the dating
app Tinder to find her man, and you can too!

Related: ‘The Bachelor’ Season 19  Contestant Rehash Old Fueds
During “The Women Tell All” Episode 

2. Be adventurous: Go out there and try new things. By gaining
some culture and experience you might just bump into your soul
mate in the process. It could be on a rock climbing wall or a
speed dating function, be bold and be brave and get out there!

Related: ‘The Bachelorette’ Andi Dorfman Says Split From Josh
Murray Is ‘The Biggest Failure of My Life” 

3. Phone a friend: If you are lucky to have a circle of
friends who love and support you don’t be shy about reaching
out to them. Who knows they might have a fabulous single
friend waiting in the wings for you. Be cautious here, not
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every date leads to true love so have fun with it and don’t
get too caught up in the big picture; be present with the
person and be in the moment.

How are you searching for Mr. Right? Share with us below! 


